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Abstract: This study investigates the im pact of extended defects such as dislocations on the electronic 
properties of SrTiO3 by using a 36.8° bicrystal as a model system. In order to evaluate the hypothesis 
that dislocations can serve as preferential reduction sites, w hich has been proposed in the literature on 
the basis of ab initio sim ulations, as well as on experim ents em ploying local-conductivity atomic force 
m icroscopy (LC-AFM ), detailed investigations of the bicrystal boundary are conducted. In addition 
to LC-AFM , fluorescence lifetim e im aging m icroscopy (FLIM) is applied herein as a com plem entary 
m ethod for m apping the local electronic properties on the m icroscale. Both techniques confirm  that 
the electronic structure and electronic transport in d islocation-rich regions significantly differ from 
those of undistorted SrTiO 3 . U pon therm al reduction, a further confinem ent of conductivity to the 
bicrystal boundary region was found, indicating that extended defects can indeed be regarded as the 
origin of filam ent form ation. This leads to the evolution of inhom ogeneous properties of defective 
SrTiO 3 on the nano- and m icroscales.
Keyw ords: strontium  titanate; bicrystal; extended defects; photolum inescence
1. Introduction
Strontium  titanate (SrTiO 3)  is a prototype of a perovskite ternary oxide w ith mixed ionic-electronic 
conductivity [1]. It is of particular interest as an electrode m aterial for solid oxide cells, w hich convert 
electrical energy to chem ical energy and vice versa [2- 6] . Such cells are seen as key elem ents for a 
future energy system  based on  renew able energy, to w hich  an efficient energy storage concept is of 
the h ighest im portance [7]. Furtherm ore, SrTiO 3 holds prom ising potential as an electronic m aterial 
for energy-efficient inform ation technology utilising neurom orphic com puting [8,9 ]. In general, 
the electronic properties of transition m etal oxides such as SrTiO3 are com plex, as they subtly depend 
on the stoichiom etry of the m aterial. W hen oxygen is removed from the solid oxide, positively charged 
oxygen vacancies are generated in the lattice, w hich are then com pensated by electrons contributing 
to the m aterial's electronic conductivity  [10]. H ence, controlled reduction can be applied to tune 
the conductivity. In recent years, it has been  elaborated that extended defects such as dislocations 
can serve as preferential reduction sites as the form ation energy of oxygen vacancies is locally 
significantly low ered due to lattice d istortion  [11,12]. This im plies that the electronic properties are
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highly inhom ogeneous in the first stage of reduction w hen a solid oxide such as SrTiO3 is reduced by 
either thermal annealing under low oxygen partial pressure or by applying an electric field, leading to 
stoichiom etric polarization [13]. As the regions close to the dislocations are reduced at first, conducting 
paths evolve, which are called filaments [14]. Those filaments are of particular im portance for resistive 
sw itching phenom ena, as their resistance can be sw itched betw een a highly  conducting O N  and an 
insulating O FF state, w hich  can be used for data storage [9 ,15]. D ue to the sm all size of the reduced 
regions close to the dislocations, the inhom ogeneities cannot be detected  directly by  m acroscopic 
electrical m easurem ents, and so analytical techniques w ith  a sub-m icrom etre resolution m u st be 
em ployed. Previously, w e have conducted detailed investigations of the SrTiO 3 surface in different 
reduction states using local-conductivity  atom ic force m icroscopy (LC -A FM ), w here a m etal-coated 
tip scans the surface in contact-m ode w hile a voltage is applied and the current is m easured [16]. 
These investigations have dem onstrated that in the first stage of reduction, only a few, spatially 
highly confined conductive spots are detectable, w hich serves as a strong indicator of the presence of 
localized conducting paths [15]. To directly investigate the electronic properties of dislocation-rich grain 
boundaries, herein w e investigate com m ercially  available large-angle SrTiO 3 b icrystals. In  order to 
determine the electronic structure by optical means, we analyse the photolum inescence of the bicrystals 
in different reduction states. It has been shown that there is a close correlation between the presence of 
oxygen vacancies and luminescence [17- 19]. In order to map the differences between the SrTiO3 matrix 
and bicrystal boundary, w e em ploy FLIM , w hich has been show n to be a pow erful tool for detecting 
sm all variations in the concentration of electronic charge carriers in SrTiO3 and has been em ployed to 
investigate inhom ogeneities in N b- and La-doped SrTiO 3 [20,21] . It relies on the excitation of charge 
carriers by  laser light and the registration of the resulting photolum inescence by  a sensitive detector 
com bined w ith  the extraction of the fluorescence (hereinafter generally term ed: photolum inescence) 
lifetim e param eter by  m eans of an u ltra-precise determ ination of photon arrival [22]. This m ethod 
provides a high spatial resolution (lateral: hundreds of nanom eters; axial: a few m icrom eters), which 
allow s the excitation of electrons specifically in the near-surface or deeper layers of the sam ple 
by  ad justing the focus plane accordingly. In order to obtain  inform ation about the in-plane and 
out-of-plane distribution of the conductivity, we present LC-AFM  maps of the polished surface above 
the grain  boundary, as w ell as cross-sections of b icrystals, w hich w ere perpendicularly  cleaved to 
the original surface. By com bining the inform ation from  the tw o com plem entary techniques, FLIM  
and LC-A FM , w e aim  to address the electronic properties of the filam entary netw ork form ing along 
the dislocations.
2. M aterials and M ethods
SrTiO 3 b icrystals in  (100) orientation w ith  a tilt angle of 36.8° and thickness of 0.5 m m  
produced by Verneuil grow th (C rystec, Berlin , G erm any and Shinkosha, Yokoham a, Japan) w ere 
investigated. The crystals were epi-polished on both sides by the m anufacturers. Nanoscale topography 
and conductivity  w ere investigated using a high-vacuum  atom ic force m icroscope (JSPM , JEO L, 
Tokyo, Japan) equipped w ith  Pt/Ir-coated tips (PPP-C ontPt, N anosensors, N euchatel, Sw itzerland). 
The samples were positioned on a heating stage, w hich allowed the performance of AFM measurements 
at 260 °C in situ. Thermal reduction of the crystals was conducted by annealing at 800 °C for one hour 
under vacuum  conditions (p <  1 X 1 0 -6  mbar) using a glass tube furnace for those sam ples investigated 
by electrical m easurem ents. The reduced sam ples investigated by FLIM  w ere annealed at 850 °C  for 
0.5 h under a 300 mbar deuterium atmosphere. Some crystals were etched using buffered hydrofluoric 
acid, resulting in the evolution of etch pits at the exits of the dislocations [23]. After etching, the samples 
were subsequently carefully rinsed w ith water in order to avoid contaminants on the surface influencing 
the electrical measurements. M acroscopic resistance m easurements were conducted after the reduction 
in out-of-p lane geom etry using pasted indium  electrodes w ith  a diam eter of 500 gm. The resistance 
w as m easured using a rem ote pream plifier (6430, Keithley, Solon, O H , U SA ). Sim ulations of the 
conductivity w ere perform ed using an electronic circuit sim ulator (M icro-Cap 6 , Spectrum  Softw are,
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Sunnyvale, CA, U SA ). FLIM  m easurem ents w ere perform ed on  an upright scanning fluorescence 
m icroscope (A1R, Nikon, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) using a pulsed high repetition rate Ti:Sa-laser 
(Aexc =  740 nm ; 100 fs pulse w idth; 80 M H z repetition rate; M aTai H P D eepSee; Spectra Physics, 
N ew p ort C ooperation, Santa C lara, CA , U SA ) for tw o-photon excitation. The tim e course of the 
photolum inescence intensity (decays) passing a broadband em ission filter (410-650 nm) w as detected 
by  a G aA sP-hybrid  photodetector (H PM -100-40, Becker & H ickl, Berlin, G erm any) operating  in 
single photon counting m ode and reconstructed and analyzed for each pixel by tim e-correlated single 
photon counting electronics (Sim ple-Tau, Becker & H ickl) and softw are (SPCM 64 and SPCIm age 6.1, 
Becker & H ickl) [21,24,25]. D ue to the h igh intensity  of the laser light, m ulti-photon absorption by 
SrTiO3 w as enabled to a significant degree and hence photolum inescence could be observed, although 
the single photon energy w as sm aller than the band gap of SrTiO 3.
3. Results
3.1. Structure o f  the Bicrystal Boundary
For this study, w e selected bicrystals w ith  a large tilt angle of 36.8°, providing a grain boundary 
w ith a high dislocation density. In order to produce such tilt bicrystals, a single crystal is cut at an angle 
of 18.4° w ith  respect to the < 1 0 0 >  axes. The tw o pieces are then jo ined  together by  pressing at h igh 
tem perature [26- 28]. In our study, this preparation w as perform ed by the m anufacturers. In the ideal 
case, this approach should result in an energetically favorable, symmetric E5 boundary that has a regular 
arrangem ent of dislocations although this is, how ever, d ifficult to achieve in  reality [29,30]. Figure 1 
displays the simplified scheme of constructing a E5 boundary for a cubic system. The detailed structure 
of the E 5 boundary  for SrTiO 3 w as theoretically calculated and also experim entally  investigated by 
using; high-resolution transm ission electron m icroscopy (HR-TEM ) [31,32].
a single crystal b cutting c rotating
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the construction of a bicrystal with a E5 boundary. A single crystal 
(a) is cut at an angle of 18.4° (b). Then one part is rotated ic) and joined to the other part (d). Finally, 
the parts are pressed toge(her (e) at high temperatures to obtain the bicrystal (f).
Before focusing on the investigation of the electrical and optical properties of the SrTiO3 bicrystals, 
we would lige to com m ent on the quality pf com m ercially available bicrystals. As elaborated in deTail 
in our previous review  [14], a w ell-ordered arrangem ent of d islocations at the E 5  boundary is not 
always observed. Using the etch-pit technique to m ark the exits of dislocations, it has been noted thaf 
com m ercially available SrT iC l bicrystals one far from perfect [14]. /On exam ple is show n in Figure 2a .
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After short etching of the crystal using HF, one can observe that there is not only one line of dislocations 
at the bicrystal boundary, but a mosaic structure of many small grains em erging from the junction can 
also be identified, each grain itself possessing dislocation-rich grain boundaries. As both the front- and 
backside of the bicrystal show  a com parable pattern of etch pits.
Figure 2. Distribution of dislocations in a "real" 36.8° bicrystal. (a) Optical micrographs of the front 
side (FS) and backside (BS) after HF etching (the BS image was mirrored for the sake of comparability);
(b) Micrographs obtained close to the bicrystal boundary (Bi) with tire mosaic structure (M) indicated.
The blue coloration of tha images results (rom tho optimization of the differential interference contreat. 
Adapted from Szot et al . [14] .
We can conclude that the corresponding dislocations are not only near-surface dislocations but run 
through the entire; crystal, thus m arking real grain boundaries . Furtherm ore, it can also de observed 
that the d isiocation density  o l the upper part of the bscryslal is m uch higher than in the low er part. 
This could rrlate  to the; fact that the; tw o pacts of the original cryseal, w hich  w ere jo in t after rotating 
and polishing (Figure 1), had slightly different properties. Taking a closar look a l the structuce of the 
boundary (Figure 2b ), one; can at first d etrat a h igh degree of irregularities aO the bicrystal boundary 
(marked "B i"  in Figure 2b ), indicating; that the arrangem ent of dislocations is not as regular as would 
be theoretically expected. In contrast to thi s, the distribution of additional etch  f i t s  thae w ere found 
at g ta in  boundaries, form ing a m osatc structure (m arked by "M "  in Figure 2b ), appears to be m uch 
m ore regular. Aa w e have obsorved such inhom ogeneous d islocation arrangem ents in a variety  of 
Verneuil-grown bicrystals purchased (rom differeni suppliers, we can conclude thet dislocations have 
a strong tendency tow ards (flustering; and bundling. H ence, care should be takan w hen co m p a rin ; 
cesults obtained from such bicrystals w ith theoreticai predtctions. "To em phasize that the; investigated 
bicrystals do not exhibi t a w ell-defined H5 boundary but raiher a broad, i nhom ogeneous, macroscopic 
dfslocation netw ork around the iunction, w e refer to them  as " te a l"  bicrystals. H ow ever, although 
the boundary structures of thet investigated bicrys tais w as n ot ideal, w e w ere still ab le to use them  as 
m odel system s (or the investigation of the im paci of dislocations on the properties oC SFT1O 3 . D ue to 
tae  presence of a m osaic structure generating a com plex netw ork of dislocations, the structure of the 
bicrystat w as even closes to practical applicatiens chan sriginally  intended, e.g., solid o x id t fuel cells 
w ith a  variety of different types of grain bouadary [33].
e .2. tnvesttgation o f  Local Conductivity
Using LC-AFM , the electrical properties of the as-received bicrystal junctions were investigated as 
presented in Figure 3 . In order to increase the conductivity  of the solid oxide by  m eans of therm al 
activation, the m tasurem ents w ere pesform ed at a tem peratuae of 260 °C  under vacuum  conditions.
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As the bicrystals had been epi-polished by the manufacturer, the surface in the vicinity of the junction 
w as atom ically  flat. H ence, the position of the boundary is hard to identify  in  the A FM  topography 
m ap (Figure 3a). H ow ever, in  the corresponding current m ap, recorded sim ultaneously  w ith  the 
topography by means of a voltage of 50 mV (Figure 3b ), an irregular arrangem ent of conducting spots 
along the junction is present. W ell-conducting spots cannot only be seen directly at the junction but also 
several 100 nm  aw ay from  the junction. In other regions along the boundary, spots w ith even higher 
conductivities have been recorded (Figure 3e). Zoom ing in on the w ell-conducting spots (Figure 3d ), 
it can be seen that they consist of sm aller spots w ith diam eters in the range of 10-100nm . This could 
indicate that there is an  agglom eration and bundling  of conducting filam ents form ed along of the 
d islocation  netw ork. In  som e parts of the bicrystal junction, how ever, the picture w as found to be 
com pletely  different. The m ap show n in  Figure 3f w as recorded in a region that did not show  any 
detectable current at a voltage of 50 mV. However, after increasing the voltage to 5 V, a current in the 
nA  range w as observed. D irectly at the boundary, the current w as relatively low, w hereas next to the 
boundary w as a broad zone of 500  nm -w idth w ith  a higher current. Figure 3c show s a com parison 
of line profiles obtained from  the current m aps in Figure 3e,f that illustrate the opposing behavior. 
W hereas, in the latter case, the boundary appears to have an increased but inhomogeneous conductivity, 
in the other case, the boundary itself appears to be insulating but with a zone of increased conductivity 
formed beside it. This illustrates that in a "rea l" bicrystal, a variety of electrically conducting paths can 
tie present, w hich m ost likely relate to the im perfections in bicrystal fabrication, as described above.
Figure 3. LC-AFM analysis; of the surface in the vicinity of the 36.8° bicrystal junction measured at 
260 °C. (a) Topography with (b) corresponding currsnt map; (d-f) current maps obtained at different 
positions along the function; (c) comparison of tine profiles extracted front the current maps (e,f).
Thf position of the boundary is marked by red arrows.
In order to obtain an insight into the conductivity in all dim ensions, w e investigated the bicrystal 
after cleaving °t perpendicular to the boundary. As SrTiO 3 crystallizes in  the cubic perovrkite 
strueture, it does not possess a defined cleavage planer, resulting in a sh°ll-like fracturing [34]. Hence, 
the topography m ap of the cleaved face (Figure 4 a) is relatively  rough and different facets can be 
observsd. The corresponding current m aps at tine; sam e position (Figure 4b ,c) show  am srregular 
spot-like conductivity  pattern  typical for cleaved SrTiO 3. A lthough the bicrystal boundary can be
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readily  observed as a line of conducting spots in  the center of the im age, the current level of these 
boundary  spots w as the sam e as that o f spots several 100 nm  aw ay from  the boundary. This again 
indicates that a com plex filam entary netw ork in  the ju nction  zone had evolved. C om paring the 
topography im age w ith  the current m ap, it can be observed that the distribution of current spots 
follows the edges and kinks of the facets that had evolved during the cleaving procedure. This could 
also be an indication for the correlation between dislocations, w hich tend to agglomerate around edges 
and conducting filam ents. In  other ports of tho cleavage plane, the d istribution of conducting spots 
show ed rem arkable differencee. In som e positions, a relatively uniform  distribution of spots on both 
sides of the boundary could be observed (Figure 4d h N evertheless, in  other positions, there w os a 
distinct difference betw een the two parts of tine? bicrystal. In Figure 4e,°, one side of the bicryatal had a 
significantly low er conductivity than the other part w ith  the boundary being a sharp separation line 
betw een the tw o regions. This could again be related to the fabrication process, w hereby tw o parts 
o4 the original SrTiO 3 crystal, 'which m ight have had a slightly different contenO of p oint defects or 
extended defecCs, had been jom ed together to form the bferystal.
Figure 4. LC-AFM analysis of the 36.8° bicrystal junction after cleaving measured at room temperature. 
(a) Topography with (b) corresponding current map and (c) magnification; (d-f) current maps obtained 
at different positions along the junction on the cleaved surface.
The im pact of the therm ally induced reduction on the local electrical properties of the bicrystal was 
investigaCed byt repeating the LC-AFM  experim ent of the polished surfece afoer annealing the sam ple 
in o vacuum  in order to generate oxygen vacancies and charge carriers. The results are presented in 
Figure 5 . In the topography m ap, it can be seen that the surface of the crystal rem ained flat and no 
hofes or islands are observed. In the conductivity  m apc, w hich w ere obtained at room  tem peaature, 
the bicrystal junction can be easily identified as a line w ith increased conductivity. This general behavior 
has been observed for all c f  the investigated spots along the junction, but differences in the distribution 
of conducting; spots en  the nanoscafe have also been found. In som e regions, conducting spotf could 
only be found directly at the boundary but with an irregular distribution along it (Figure 5f). In other 
regions, a brood band of tond u cing  spots ean bet observed to follow  the; boundary  liner (Figure 5d,e) . 
By extracting line profiles perpendicular to the boundary, these differences are illustrated (Figure 5c).
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In the first case, the w idth of the w ell-conducting area at the boundary was in the range of 100 nm, while 
in the second, the inhom ogeneously conducting band had a w idth of m ore than 1 gm. This difference 
m ight again relate to the im perfections in bicrystal production; how ever, the m ain result from  this 
measurement is that the region of increased con-ductivity is much more confined to the boundary after 
therm  al reduction than prior (Figure 3 ). It m u st be noted that the m easurem ents show n in Figure 5 
w ere perform ed ex situ after the exposure of the sam ple to am bient conditions. It has been  show n 
previously that the thermally reduced SrTiC>3 surface is highly conductive under in situ conditions [18] 
but that the m ajority of the surface becom es passivated upon eaposure to oxygen at room temperature, 
thus becom ing insula ting again [16 ] . O nly a few  condu cting spots w ere found to rem ain highlg 
conductive. H ence, -we cars conclude tha] in the m easurem ents show n in Figure 5, the rem aining 
conductive filaments were preferentially formed in t6 a dislocation-rich zone upon reduction. A similar 
correlation betw een the dislocatronu and the form ation of conducting paths resistant to re-ox)dation 
licit been found in TiO2 [P5].
Figure 5. LC-AFM analysis of the 36.8° bicrystal junction after thermal reduction measured at room 
temperature. (a) Topography with (b) corresponding current map; (d,e) current maps obtained 
at different position] along; the junction; (c) comparison off linp profiiee extracted from the cuerent 
maps (e,f).
3.3. Investigation o f  M acroscopic Conductivity
In  order to illustrate the significance o f the bicrystal boundary  on even m acroscopic electronic 
transport, resistance m easurem ents in the out-of-p lane geom etry w ere perform ed, as illustrated 
in Figure 6 . In order to create good electriaal contact w ith  the crystal, In electrodps w ere used. 
The m easueem ents w ere conduc6ed e t room  tem perature using direct current (DC) -voltages below  
1 V. The electrical resistance of the crystel w as in the TQ  range, w hich  required the use o f a h fghly 
sensitive and sufficiently screened measurem ent setup. The resistence measured at two positions away 
from  the boundary  (position 1a,b) w as higher by  a factor of 3 -4  than that meaouxed exactly  at the 
boundary (position 2 ), w hich proves that the enhanced cxnduttivity  at the dislocation-ric h bxundary 
also has consequence) at the macrosoale. In a second step, w e removed the surface layer ley m eans of 
HF etching and repealed the m easurem ent of the resistance after depositing fresh bn electrodes. Now,
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the resistance measured away from the boundary was higher than before, w hile the resistance measured 
at the boundary  w as slightly low er (Figure 6 b ). In the sam e way, w e investigated another bicrystal, 
w hich w as therm ally reduced (Figure 6 c). In com parison to the as-received crystal, the; resistanca had 
dropped by many orders of m agnitude into the kQ  range. A resistance n) 17 Q  w as measured directly 
a) the boundary, which is lower by a factor of more fhan 80 eompared ta the suerounding. This further 
supports fhe conclusion that dislocations; serve as easy reduction sites, thus providing a tem plate for 
the form ation of highly conducting filam ents w ithin the poorly conductive bulk.
Figure 6 . Investigation of macroscopic electronic transport properties. The resistance was measured at 
three different positions of the as-received bicrystal (a), the etched bicrystal (b) and the thermally-reduced 
bicrystal (c). The illustration in (c) is based on a microscopic image of the sample showing the 
non-uniform color change upon reduction.
W hen trying to understand the electric conductivity  of SrTiO 3, the im pact of dislocations m ust 
be taken into account, not only at the boundary  itself bu t also in the surface layer of the polished 
crystal. We have described this effect in detail in Szot et al. [9,13,14], bu t w e w ill briefly  recall the 
m ain conclusions here, as they w ill be useful for the analysis of the photolum inescence in the last 
section of this paper. The crystal preparation by the m anufacturers includes cutting and polishing of 
the crystals. This induces a h igh density  of dislocations, w hose density  decreases from  the surface 
towards the bulk as shown in Figure 7a . This graph shows the dislocation density in the surface layer 
m easured by TEM  analysis [36]. It can be seen that the density  decreases significantly tow ards the 
bulk, w here densities below  108/cm 2 are typically  found for V erneuil-grow n SrTiO 3 crystals [23,37]. 
A dditionally, the density  of the conducting filam ents of the reduced SrTiO 3 surface as a function of 
the depth, w hich w as obtained via the LC-A FM  analysis of a cleaved sam ple, is show n [14]. It can be 
seen that the density  of dislocations m easured by  TEM  and the density  of the conducting filam ents
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both follow  the sam e trend. This indicates that the filam ents w ere form ed along the dislocations. 
A ccording to TEM  analysis, one can distinguish tw o types of dislocations. Type " A "  has a core 
consisting of a SrO  +  p TiO 2 +  Y ^ O 3 , w hich  causes flexoelectric polarization, w hile type " B "  has a 
structure o f p  TiC>2 +  Y U 2 O 3 +  6 TiO, causing ferroelectric polarization [38- 40].
Figure 7. Analysis of the conducting filaments formed along a network of dislocations in SrTiO3 .
(a) Density of dislocations obtained from TEM investigations by? Wang et al. [36] in combination with 
the density of conducting filaments obtained by an LC-AFM analysis by Szot et al. [14]; (lb) Illustration 
of the model of the hiefarchical tree of filaments.
We built a layered structure, wherein each layer represents a region of constant filament (dislocation) 
density m. In the m odel of the hierarchical tree, the filam ent density  gets reduced by a factor ob two 
betw een subsequent layers.
1
(1)
Using this formula, we estimated the thickness l of e ach layer from the measured depth-dependence of 
the filam ent density in Figure 7a .
ln +  1 —  d ( m n +  1 ) d ( m n) (2 )
To transform  this model w ith varying layer thicknesses into a quadiatic grid of resistors, we scaled the 
single resistor elem ents accordingly.
(3)
As the starting value of the resistor elem entc at tine; surlace, w e chose R i =  1 T Q , w hich w as derived 
irom LC-AFM data [9 ]. Thereby, we constructed five layers of different resistors that were connected as 
a regular network, as shown in Figure 8a. In the cente r of the sim ulation gricfi we model led the btcrystal 
boundary as a slab of low -resistance layer having tire sam e configurations as those on ihe surface. 
In order to sim ulata the electrical m easurem ents show n in  Figure 6 , w e m odelled the connection to 
the voltage souroe cither at the sid es of the regular grid (position 1a) or directly above the bicrystal 
boundary (position 2). The resulis of this sim ulation for the as-ceceived crystal are shown ic  Figure 8b). 
The graphic illustrates the situation after back transform ation into the configuration of the hierarchic 
tree w ith varying layer thickneas. It can be seen that ihe majority of the current flaws along the surface 
layers and along the b icrystal boundary reprod ucing the beh avior observed by LC-AFM. The sim ulatsd 
total resistance pcesent betw een the electrodes w as 11.5 TQ , w hich is on the sam e order of m agnitude 
as the measured resistance, showing that the setu p o l the simul ation was re asonable. W hen moving the 
electrode above the bicrystal boundary, the sim ulation results in a significantly lower total resistance of 
3.8 TQ , thus also reproducing the experim ent.
D _  mn ln +  1 = _ o ln +  l D
Rn +  1 — ' n*Rn — 2 ' t *Rn
mn +  1 ln ln
mn +  1 2  mn
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Figure 8 . Simulation of the electronic transport using a resistor grid representing a hierarchical tree of 
filaments, (a) Outline of She simulation cell, tb) simulation result for the as received and (c) the etched 
bicrystal. The thickness of the red arrows represents the simulated current values.
For the sim ulation of the etched crystal, w e rem oved the topm ost layer of resistors, w hose 
thickness corresponds to 1-2 ^m. This w as justified because we had previously determined the etching 
rate using an AFM  analysis of the etch pits [14]. The rest of the sim ulation grid rem ained the sam e as 
for the sim ulation of the as-received crystal. The results in Figure 8 c show that the total resistance was 
increased to 23.1 T Q  in  the undistorted region, w hile the resistance for the electrode configuration 
directly above the; bicrystal bound ary w as 3.84 TQ  and alm ost the sam e as for the as-received crystal.
In summary, the electrical circuit sim ulation shows that the model of a three-dimensional network 
of dislocations in the shape of a hierarchical tree is plausible and can qualitatively explain the observed 
conductivity  behavior. A  graphical illustration of our m odel is show n in Figure 9 . A lready in 
the as-received crystal (center panel), the netw ork of filam ents has a higher conductivity  than the 
surrounding SrTiO 3 m atrix and results in an overall sem iconducting behavior. U pon etching (left
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panel), the surface layer is removed resulting in a low er conductivity, as few er filaments for transport 
in the surface layer are available. Additionally, an incorporation of fluorine from hydrofluoric acid into 
the crystal occurs [41] . D uring therm al reduction under vacuum  conditions (right panel), oxygen is 
removed from the crystal, typically in the range of 1014- 1 0 17O ions/cm3, depending on the conditions 
(oxygen partial pressure, tem perature, tim e) [14] . D ue to the preferential reduction lim ited to the 
core of the d islocations, these are transform ed into m etallic filam ents [16]. The local concentration 
of the oxygen vacancies close to the dislocations is 1020- 1 0 21/cm 3 and the M ott criterion is locally 
fulfilled [42,43]. This m echanism is further supported by a rearrangem ent and bundling of dislocations 
occurring due to the high-tem perature annealing [14]. In consequence, this im plies that the formation 
of conducting filaments can be influenced by the introduction of dislocations e.g., by forming a bicrystal 
boundary or by m echanical polishing of the surface. This could offer prom ising opportunities to tune 
the electrical properties of SrTiO3 by  m echanical m ethods.
HF-etched SrTi03 As-received SrTi03 Thermally-reduced SrTi03
Figure 9. Illustration of the model of a hierarchical tree of dislocations acting as preferentially conducting 
paths in tOe surface layer of SrTiO3 . The three sample states, HF-etched, as-received and thermally 
reduced, are depicted.
3.4. Investigation o f  Photolum inescence
Ao a com plem entary m ethod for gaining insight into the electronic properties of the boondory 
region, FLIM  w as em ployed. To generate lifetim e m aps, the p u lled  laser w as scanned over the 
surface w hile at each point;, a photolum inescence decay trace w as recorded . Before show ing the 
m aps, w e briefly  (discuss the lifetim e calculation by fitting the docay traces to exponential functions. 
We investigated SrTiO 3 bicsystals follow ing differenl preparation steps, as is show n in Figure 10. 
Starting from  an as-received crystal, w e etched the crystal w ith  H F analogously  to the electrical 
m easurem ents. This process sim ultaneously led to the evolution of etch pits m arking the dislocations, 
as we will later show. Finally, we conducted thermal reduction, which resulted in sufficient self-doping 
to transform  the cryotal into the m etallic state [14].
The photolum inescinoe traces for all three sample conditions are best described by a Si tting; model 
consisting of tw o exponential decaye using a iast ( < 2 0  ps) and a slow  ( > l  ns) photolum inescence 
process. "The lifetime of the tast fit com ponent w as fixed al 20 ps. It is presum ably even sOorter, as the 
fast decay com ponent snd descending flank of the Snttrumnnt response function (IRF) overlap. As we 
usedt d ed if ated dichroic fitters, no scattered light reached the detector and w e can conclude that the; 
fast com ponent is a reai decay com ponent. TOis indicates that a t least tw o different decay channels 
exist in the investigated SrTiO3 sam plas.
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Figure 10. Exemplary photoluminescence decay traces (O) obtained at the SrTiO3 surface away from the 
bicrystal boundary; as-received (a), HF etched (b), and reduced (c,d). For the reduced crystal, the decays 
at two different spots are shown, illustrating the variation in the signal. The green line in a) represents 
the instrument response function (IRF). The biexponential-fit functions convoluted with the IRF are 
drawn in red. The fit parameters -  aj ( t j) , a2 (T2) -  and amplitude-weighted average photoluminescence 
time, respectively, are given in insets. (e) Visualization of the two fitted exponential functions.
A sim ilar con clu sion  has been  d erived  by  R u bano et al. from  sing le-p h oton  excitation  
photolum inescence experim ents, who ascribed a fast decay channel to the direct recom bination of free 
electren-hole pairs and a sl owe decay channel to the recom bination of bound electron-hole p air [44- 46]. 
These bound electron -h ole pairs could be correlated w ith  longer-lived deep trap states w ith in  the 
bandgap of SrTiO3, as w as already suggested Sn the case of hydrogenated TiOm [47]. Presumably, these 
states originate from  Cntrinsic defecrs, auch as oxygen vacancies [48] . Recently, C respillo et al. [49] 
conducted an in-depth study of the recom bination m eshanism s in SrTiO 3 and attributed the blue 
em ission ait r  .8 eV to a transition from eonduction band states to the ground state level of the self-trapped 
exciton center, w hile the spontaneous annihilation of a self-trapped exciton center resulted in a green 
em ission at 2.5 eV. H ow ever, one m ust also take into account that the presence of dislocations in the
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surface layer has an im pact on the local electronic structure. It should be considered that vacancies 
m ight rem ain isolated only below  a certain  concentration. W ith increasing vacancy concentration, 
also the defect-defect interactions play a more im portant role, which could lead to agglom eration and 
clustering of vacancies, preferentially at d islocations. H ence, the m odels presented in the literature, 
w hich were developed for ideal crystals with statistical distributions of point defects, m ust be extended.
C om paring the three reduction states (Figure 10a-d ) , it can be seen that the lifetim e of the slow 
com ponent increases w ith  reduction. A fter etching, the lifetim e of the slow  com ponent increased 
by  a factor of four and, after therm al reduction, even by a factor of ten. This also led to an increase 
in the average lifetim e, w hich  w as calculated as the am plitude-w eighted  m ean of the tw o lifetim es. 
With regard to the two exem plarily shown decay traces of the therm ally reduced crystal, it can be seen 
that the fit of the fast com ponent becom es difficult. In som e pixel photolum inescence decays, the fast 
com ponent can clearly  be identified (Figure 10c ) bu t is barely  v isib le in others (Figure 10d ). H ence, 
the average lifetim e is m uch shorter in the first case due to the large am plitude of the fast com ponent 
than in  the latter case, w hich results in  a larger variation in the lifetim e m aps of the reduced crystal 
com pared to the other two conditions (cf. Figures 11 and 12).
In the following, w e focus on an investigation of the photolum inescent properties of the bicrystal, 
as observed initially in the as-received state. From each m easurem ent region, the photolum inescence 
lifetim e and intensity  m aps are depicted in  Figure 11a- c ,  together w ith  the decay traces of selected 
spots in Figure 11g . In the photoluminescence maps, the bicrystal junction can clearly be identified as a 
narrow, straight region of lower photolum inescence intensity. Along the boundary, an arrangem ent of 
spots can be observed that has a shorter lifetime than the surrounding. Those spots were occasionally 
em bedded in  structures w ith  a m eander-like shape and longer lifetim e. A n explanation  for these 
observations could be that the m obility  of the charge carriers along the d islocations is enhanced. 
Hence, the excited carriers can be effectively transported to recom bination centers, resulting in shorter 
exciton lifetim es.
Additionally, further from  the junction, inhom ogeneous features w ith even longer lifetim es can 
be observed. Com paring the intensity and lifetim e m aps, the sam e structures can be detected around 
the boundary region. A  shorter lifetim e corresponds to a low er intensity and vice versa.
Furtherm ore, it m u st be considered that the crystallographic structure of dislocations can 
significantly alter from that of the matrix, as discussed above. In consequence, the electronic structure of 
dislocations differs from that of SrTiO3, m ainly in relation to a surplus of the Ti3+ valence state providing 
different decay m echanism s, e.g., it m ight be possible that radiation-free Auger recom bination becomes 
m ore im portant at the boundary, decreasing the intensity and lifetim e. Additionally, the dislocations 
are surrounded by a stress field that leads to local flexoelectricity, w hich is know n to have an im pact 
on the lum inescence properties [38,39,50].
In order to more directly investigate a potential correlation between the position of the dislocations 
and photolum inescence lifetim e, the bicrystal boundary w as investigated by FLIM  after etching the 
surface of the bicrystal by  m eans of HF. As the etching process preferentially starts at the dislocation 
points, this m ethod allow s the position of the dislocations to be m arked by the etch pits (Figure 2 ). 
The photoluminescence and intensity m aps shown in Figure 11d- f  at different positions on the bicrystal 
clearly  d epict the position of the etch pits. In com parison to the m easurem ent of the as-received 
bicrystal, the average lifetim e of the etched bicrystal is significantly higher. A  possible reason for this 
finding could lay in the rem oval of the upper surface layer of the polished bicrystals upon etching. 
As discussed above, the dislocation density of the surface layer is much higher than that of the bulk [36] . 
H ence, this could indicate that the presence of dislocation correlates to a smaller luminescence lifetime, 
w hich would be in agreement with the conclusions derived from the lifetime analysis of the boundary. 
Furthermore, secondary effects such as a modification of the chemical com position of the surface layer 
by  fluorine, leading to the evolution of SrTiFxOy, m ay contribute [41]. D espite these uncertainties, 
the position of the etch  pits can be identified in  the photolum inescence m aps. As expected, a high 
concentration of etch pits can be observed close to the boundary. A lthough the average lifetim e is
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longer com pared to the as-received bicrystal, the relative differences betw een the boundary and the 
rest of the surface w ere preserved. A t the boundary  itself, the lifetim e w as shorter and the intensity 
lower than in the surrounding area. Additionally, a regular arrangement of stripes w ith enhanced etch 
p it density aligned along the m ain crystal axes can be observed (Figure 11e,f). This d islocation-rich  
zone spreads from  the bicrystal boundary  in  both parts of the bicrystal, indicating that the presence 
of m echanical stress leads to the generation and ordering of d islocations. The sam e holds true for 
the zone of arranged dislocations, indicating that this netw ork of dislocations had sim ilar properties 
as the bicrystal boundary. O n the contrary, isolated etch pits separated from  the boundary  can be 
identified, w hich also show a lower photolum inescence intensity but an increased photolum inescence 
lifetim e (see detailed analysis in the Supplem entary M aterials). In order to explain  the differences 
betw een the isolated and bundled  dislocations, in our opinion, tw o scenarios m u st be considered. 
It is know n that i) in SrTiO 3, different types of d islocations are present [51]. H ence, it is conceivable 
that the details of structure and chem ical com position of the core of the dislocations differ betw een 
isolated dislocations and dislocations forming boundaries. An alternative explanation would be ii) that 
the isolated dislocations serve as electron traps, thus resulting in longer photolum inescence lifetim es. 
In contrast, a d islocation netw ork w ould provide a variety  of conducting paths, thus allow ing for 
the easy transport of the exited electron to a lattice site w here efficient relaxation into the ground 
state is possible, resulting in shorter photolum inescence decay tim es. Such an effect w ould also be in 
accordance w ith the conclusions derived from our LC-AFM  and macroscopic resistance investigations, 
w hich show that the electronic conductivity along a netw ork of dislocations is significantly enhanced. 
A similar phenom enon has been observed by Wang et al. using cathodoluminescence [52]. They found 
a higher lum inescence at naturally occurring dislocations w hereas on slip lines, w hich w ere induced 
by m echanical scratching, a low er lum inescence w as recorded.
Finally, w e investigated the effect of therm ally  induced reduction on the photolum inescence 
properties of the bicrystal. A fter heating the bicrystal u nder reducing conditions a t 850 °C for one 
hour, the m easurem ents w ere conducted at room  tem perature in accordance w ith  the procedure 
of the LC -A FM  investigations in  Figure 5 . In  the photolum inescence m aps show n in Figure 12a, 
the position of the boundary  can still be clearly  identified as having a low er intensity  and lifetim e 
than the surrounding surface. This follow s the sam e trend as prior to the reduction (Figure 11). 
The photolum inescence average lifetim e a t the bicrystal boundary bu t even m ore so the lifetim e 
measured apart from the boundary had changed significantly (see the very different photoluminescence 
lifetime scales in Figures 11 and 12) and became slower and more inhomogeneous. In some regions on 
the sub-micrometer scale, the lifetime had increased by a factor of 1 0 0 , whereas in other regions, it was 
alm ost the sam e or even slightly low er com pared to the as-received sam ple. This effect is strongly 
influenced by variations in the presence of the fast decay component, as discussed above. The observed 
inhom ogeneities could relate to local variations in the generation of oxygen vacancies and a change in 
the Ti/Sr ratio leading to variations in the electronic structure and thus to the dom inant decay channel. 
For instance, oxygen vacancies can serve as localized traps for electrons, contributing to the observed 
extension of photolum inescence lifetim es [48]. This effect could also be related to self-trapping of 
polarons, e.g., at the Ti site next to an isolated oxygen vacancy, w hich w as found to have a significant 
im pact on the electronic structure and the lum inescence [53] . N evertheless, in  our data, not only the 
magnitude of the fast decay com ponent but also the lifetime of the slow decay com ponent has changed 
dramatically, being about 10 tim es longer com pared to the as-received SrTiO3 crystal.
It is also known that w ith the therm ally induced reduction of SrTiO3, the surface region becom es 
Ti-rich and eventually, titanium suboxides form [54,55]. Hence, the incipient phase transform ation could 
lead to clustering effects on the nanoscale, resulting in the observed inhomogeneous photoluminescence 
lifetim e distribution. Regarding the decay curves show n for tw o selected spots at the boundary and 
surrounding surface (Figure 12b ), it can be seen that the fast com ponent at the boundary had a m uch 
higher am plitude than in the surrounding surface. In consequence, the am plitude-w eighted average 
lifetim e at the boundary w as also m uch shorter than in the surrounding surface.
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Figure 11. FLIM analysis of the as-received and etched 36.8° bicrystal. Maps of photoluminescence 
lifetime (top) and intensity (bottom) for the as-received (a-c) and etched (d-f) crystal. The decay traces 
are shown for selected spots in (g,h).
Sum m ing up the tim e-resolved photolum inescence investigation, w e can state that in  all 
m easurem ents, tw o decay channels can be observed. The slow  com ponent appears to relate to 
the SrTiO3 m atrix and depends strongly on the crystal preparation. It is significantly suppressed close 
to the bicrystal boundary  and dislocation-rich  slip bands, w here the short com ponent is dom inant. 
O ne potential explanation for this behavior could be that the netw ork of filam ents form ed along the 
dislocations provides an easy m igration path for charge carriers. Hence, generated electron-hole pairs
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can easily be transported to recom bination centers located at the dislocations. Our results show that the 
detailed physical nature of the photoluminescence decay close to dislocations is complex, as one has to 
consider the electronic structure of SrTiO3, the electronic structure of the dislocations, and furthermore 
potentiaf easym igration  paths of the oxcited charge carriers.
Figure 12. FLIM analysis of the 36.8° bicrystal after thermal reduction. (a) Photoluminescence lifetime
and intensity maps; (b) decay traces for two selected spots.
4. Conclusions
The i nvestigation of the 36.8° bicrystal boundary o f SrTiO3 by using; the com plem entary techniques 
LC-AFM , resistance analysis and FLIM revealed a significant im pact of the presence of dislocation-rich 
areas on the electronic p roperties. Initially, it becam e obvious that the dfs tribution of di slocation s in 
com m ercially available bicrystals can show distinct deviations hrom tSe eepectation of having an ideal 
symmetrical grain boundnry. Hence, this effect should always be taken into account w hen interpreting; 
results obtained using; bicrystals as m ndel rystem s. In spite c f  thcs difficulty, due to the availability of 
only non-ideal sam ples, the electrical conductivity  in  the boundary  region w as found to be locally 
increased in r e k ie n  to inhom ogeneously distributed well-conducting spots, indictting the presence oO 
filam entary condurtanee paths. A iter a therm ally induced reduction in a vacuum , this effect becam e 
even more pronounced and a confinem ent of the conductive areas close to the boundary was detected. 
By m apping the photolum inescent propnrties, the special role o f the dislocation-rich  boundary  w as 
also confirm ed, having lower intensity tn d  a shorter lifetime than the undistorted region of the crystal. 
These reselts cen be interpreted in agreem ent w ith the hypothesis that dislocations in SrTiO3 serve as 
preferential reduction sites, thus being the seed for the form ation of filam entary conductance path t 
that foem inside an insulating m atrixi As the photolum inescence properties are also affected by  the 
presence of dislocations, w e can further conclude that She locat electronic structure aCong a network t l  
d irlocations deviates from  ideal SrTiO 3 . This m ay indicate that the crystallographic stcucture close 
to the extended defects has been  aitered and hence SrTiO 3, w ith  d islocations, m u st be re ^ r d e r i as a  
structurally and stoichicm etrically inhom ogeneous system  on the nanoscale. W ith respect to practical 
applications, the relationship betw een dćslocations and locally  IncreaseW conductidity could help 
illuminate degradation effects in solid oxide electrolysis cell s, where mixed ionic-electronic-condu cting
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oxides are em ployed as electrode m aterials in the form of ceram ics and typically have a large amount 
of dislocations at the grain boundaries.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4352/10/8/665/s1, 
Figure S1: Detailed analysis of the photoluminescence lifetime and intensity measurement on the HF-etched 
SrTiO3 surface. The arrows mark the position of selected local minima (orange) and local maxima (blue) of the 
lifetime. Profiles of lifetime and intensity are plotted for the dashed-lines.
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